
 

 

 

 

2018-19 Administrative Bulletin 
X-14   12-7-18 

 

1. WELLNESS TIPS DURING THE HOLIDAYS 
 

See Enclosure #1 for advice from the EACS Wellness Coach about holiday eating! 
 

          Eric Manor, ext. 1003 
2. SAFETY ME! 
 

See Enclosure #2 for holiday tips from Safety Me! 
              Tina Grady, ext. 1009 
 

3. ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM CONNECTION 
 

The Curriculum Connection contains upcoming information regarding assessments, curriculum 
updates, video clips, instructional websites, and more.  Please see Enclosure #3 for specific 
elementary school information.                                                                         
                                                                                                         Teresa Knoblauch, ext. 3124                 

 

4. REMINDER: HAVE YOU MOVED THIS YEAR? 
 

See Enclosure #4 for instructions from Human Resources. 
          Tina Grady, ext. 1009 

                                                                                                                                                                            
5. CPR/AED TRAINING 

Classes are offered free of charge twice a month through the end of the school year. 
November classes will be held in the Woodlan area, December classes will be held in the Leo 
area, January classes will be held in the Paul Harding area and February classes will be held 
in the New Haven area. All classes will start at 4:15 pm, class size is limited and requires pre-
registration. If you need this certification for your license renewal, email or call Abby 
Koroncevicius, Health Services Coordinator. 
December, 2018 – January & February 2019 Class Schedule 



   

December 4 (Tuesday LEEL) 

December 17 (Monday LEEL) 

January 17 (Thursday PHJH) 

January 29 (Tuesday PHJH) 

February 12 (Tuesday NHPS) 

February 28 (Thursday NHPS) 

Certification is through the American Heart Association and lasts for two years. Any employee 
interested in, or needing certification renewal may also participate in this training. 

                Abby Koroncevicius, ext. 7008           



FROM YOUR WELLNESS COACH

Being mindful of holiday stress and joy EACS Employee Wellness 

Eric Manor 
EACS Employee Wellness Coach
Parkview Workplace Wellness  

Be intentional.
Choose to prime the pump of the holiday season with a 
pause to what one really desires to celebrate. Mindfulness 
invites us to be a bit more intentional to what we say “yes” 

to and when we should say “no”. Sometimes, having 

perspective is looking up, stepping back, and noticing a 
bigger picture is unfolding.

Notice spark and twinkle.
Pausing to recognize and savor moments moves us from 
single bites of time to a way of immersing ourselves in a 
meaningful holiday experience. Taking ourselves off the fast 
pace of rushing to actually notice the spark of joy inside 
and between those we love anchors the spirit.

Let go of stress.
This is an easy concept to understand, but not necessarily 
easy to do. Whether stress is about grief, relationship, 
health, or job. The dance of life happens and the arc of 
change is often good. Letting go of unrealistic expectations 
of self or others is a good place to begin. Sometimes 
acceptance is needed but that doesn’t mean to sit back and 

do nothing. It may require an intention and clarity to know 
when to let go and when to act. What is important now is an 
important question to ask oneself. Sometimes our stressors 
are gnats that are inconvenient but don’t deserve the 

emotional attention sometimes we give.

Source: https://www.parkview.com/community/dashboard/being-mindful-of-holiday-stress-
and-joy



 

 

 

 

 

 

Holiday Safety Tips 
 

COMMON HOLIDAY HAZARDS 

If you’re decorating: 

 Assemble, clean, and inspect the location and all of your tools and equipment first. 
 Never block exits. 
 Never use damaged accessories, cords, lighting sources, etc. 
 Never overload on electrical outlets or cables. 
 Ensure your holiday lights aren’t damaged (frayed, aged, cracked, etc.) 
 All outdoor electrics should be plugged into GFI (ground fault circuit interrupter) outlets for extra protection. 
 Always opt for non-flammable material (whether for Christmas trees, Halloween or Carnival costumers, Easter 

decorations, etc.) 
 Never leave fire or heat sources unattended. 

A VERY HEALTHY HOLIDAY 

It’s a good time for your regular check-up and vaccinations. We typically interact with more people during holidays, 
increases our chances of catching infections along with those hugs. 

Stay active, and get regular exercise 

De-stress! You already know stress isn’t healthy. Here’s a few tips to fight it off: 

 Make time to sleep and eat properly 
 Drinking plenty of water 
 Enjoying the people and living in the moment 
 Pre-plan as much as possible; whatever you can do today, don’t leave off for the "big day" 
 Have a lot of back-up plans 
 Make time for exercise 
 Settle on a positive attitude no matter what goes awry 



 

Elementary Curriculum Connection 
December 5, 2018 

Math Warm-ups in Guided Math 
Whether it is part of your morning routine or the beginning of your math block, you may want to consider 
doing daily Math Stretches. Although they will vary according to grade level, standards being addressed, and 
students’ needs, Math Stretches should be relatively simple, take little time, and be completed independently 
with minimal direction. Below are a few ideas to consider. 
 

1. Data Collection and Analysis:  The teacher poses a question for students to respond to as they arrive. 
Together create a class graph displaying the data. 

2. Number of the Day:  The teacher writes a number at the top of a sheet of chart paper. Upon arrival, each 
student is expected to write the number in a different way. 

3. What’s Next:  The teacher begins a number pattern on chart paper, followed by a blank space for every 
student in the class to complete. 

4. How Did My Family Use Math Last Night?:  The students are asked to record a way in which either they or 
a family member were involved in a mathematical activity at home.  

5. ______ Makes Me Think Of… :   The teacher starts the sentence with a concept and each student is expected  
       to record a word or phrase finishing the statement that has not already been recorded. 

 

Whether used to preview a new concept, explore current areas of study, or review concepts examined earlier in 
the year, teachers have flexibility in designing morning Math Stretches, always keeping in mind that the goal is 
to provide a quick, mathematical “mind focus” along with rich conversations. 
 

For more information about daily Math Stretches, refer to the Guided Math book by Laney Sammons. 
 
 EL (English Learner) CORNER 
 
Supporting ELs’ Use of Gen. Ed. Textbooks 
 
1. Did you know many of our textbooks have 
modified versions that are downloadable to students’ 
i-pads? These use more pictures, shorter readings, 
and highlighted text, focusing on main ideas and 
vocabulary. Assign ELs (except Level 4s) to read 
these INSTEAD of regular textbooks. 
 
2. Become familiar with the online tools that come 
with textbooks, as well as EL materials that came 
with your textbook adoption. Teach students how to 
use them, or have your intern/service worker do so!  
 
3. Teach Level 1 & 2 EL students to use 
rewordify.com (to simplify texts), Google Translate 
(for pronunciation and translation), Google Images 
(with vocabulary), Microsoft Word (to translate 
whole documents!), Newsela (for alternative articles) 
and Khan Academy and other videos, instead of 
having them read the chapter. 
 

What's New in EDGE? (EACS High Ability 
Education) 

Strategy of the Week:  Debates are a great way to 
engage students in a healthy conversation on 2 sides 
of a topic. Here are some skills that debates help 
foster for high ability learners:  communication, 
critical thinking, creative response, and public 
speaking. 
 

To create an environment in which students feel 
more secure, place students in partners or groups 
and allow some "think time" between arguments. 
Also, to challenge the students, decide which side of 
the debate they will represent. This allows them the 
opportunity to think from a different point of view. 
 

Here are some websites with lists of topics: 

 

*https://www.buzzle.com/articles/debate-topics-
for-elementary-students.html 
*https://www.thoughtco.com/middle-school-
debate-topics-8014 
*https://www.thoughtco.com/debate-topics-for-
high-school-8252 
 

Questions? Contact Carrie Shappell, EACS High 
Ability Coach, at extension 3155 or 
cshappell@eacs.k12.in.us 
 

Important Dates 

 

8-Step B4 Assessment:  12/10 - 12/20 
DIBELS and TRC (MOY):  12/3 – 1/11 
mCLASS Math (MOY):  12/10 – 1/18 



Have you moved this year? 

If you have moved and not notified Human Resources, please do so immediately.   

Your W-2 will not be forwarded to a different address than what we have on file.  Please con-
tact Karen Best at ext. 1024 or e-mail @ kbest@eacs.k12.in.us with your new address. 
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